Not just books: Make the most of your library

Navigating Learn.UQ

WiFi, Printing and other IT Essentials

Software you need at UQ

Training taster
Our team

Technology Trainers

- David Miles
- Valentina Urrutia
- Nick Wiggins
- Cameron West

Accessibility & Learning Support

- Jason Cullen
How do we help?

- Deliver training, consultations and coordinate user groups to support the learning of software, programming and other technologies

- Making course materials accessible and providing access to assistive technology rooms
Technologies

- Microsoft
- Programming
- Adobe
- Specialised Software
- And others!

Upcoming sessions
Training Taster
Training Taster

- Create an image using Generative Artificial Intelligence
- Use styles in Word
- Use SmartArt in Word
- Extract colour theme with Adobe Colour
- Customise chart colours or modify a style
- Checking accessibility in Adobe Colour
Questions? Comments?

training@library.uq.edu.au

accessibility@library.uq.edu.au
Scan & Win!

Library Orientation Information Session Survey

Tell us about your orientation information workshop experience to win one of six $50 eGift vouchers.